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• The Policy Problem: The Palestinian society is considered a youthful society, as 

there are 1.17 million young men and women in the West Bank and Gaza Strip, 

aged between 18 - 29 years old. The Palestinian youth constitute more than one-

fifth of the population and represent a potential force capable of change. 

However, despite several previous attempts to organize youth movements to end 

the division, these movements failed in forcing the two sides to take actual steps 

to end the division and achieve national unity. 

• The Overall Objective: To provide alternatives and policy solutions to activate 

the role of youth in ending the division and achieving national unity. 

• The main factors that hinder the success of youth movements: 

 

 

• First: The overlap in the Palestinian reality between the national and the 

demands: The disparity in the political and social conditions of the Palestinian 

communities (1948 lands, the West Bank and the Gaza Strip, and Palestinians 

diaspora and asylum) was reflected in the order of political, national, and social 

priorities of these communities, and made it difficult to achieve a complete 

consensus on youth demands and slogans. 

• Second: The Geographical Separation: The Israeli occupation's policies that 

aim to separate Palestinian communities and erect barriers and checkpoints 

between cities and governorates of the West Bank, prevented the organization of 

large and mass public events. 

• Third: The ambiguous relations between parties and organizations: The 

imbalance in the relations between youth movements and political forces led to 

weak responses to the calls of youth movements. Moreover, the parties did not 

seek to connect with the youth movements based on partnership;  instead, most 

parties sought to contain or control the movements. 

• Fourth: Individualism and subjectivity in some of the youth movements. The 

youth movements could not present themselves as an equivalent alternative to 

traditional forces due to the predominance of individualism and randomness, the 

weakness of the organizational structure, and the absence of democratic practice. 

• Fifth: Ease of containing loose slogans and demands. The use of loose and 

elitist slogans, the failure to put forward slogans and demands that reflect social 

issues as a priority, and the absence of strategies and mechanisms through which a 

ground that matches the proposed slogans and demands is reached. 

 

 

 



• The Alternatives:  

• First: Increasing the political participation of the youth in existing bodies 

(parties, unions, representative councils, local councils). The alternative is 

based on the importance of enhancing youth initiatives to engage actively in 

public work and participate politically in existing bodies. This alternative aims to 

enhance youth representation in decision-making positions and to provide models 

that restore confidence in the role of youth. 

• Second: To reach through dialogue a youthful vision and consensus that 

unify efforts to end the division. While benefiting from the lessons of the 

previous youth movements and developing a program of action that includes 

organizing youth conferences in all Palestinian communities, this alternative is 

based on conducting a youth dialogue that results in a youthful vision and 

consensus to end the division. 

• Third: Launching a cross-party and cross-ideological youth movement: This 

alternative is based on networking and building coalitions with social movements, 

civil and feminist institutions, and union frameworks to end the division. 

 

Comparison between Alternatives: The paper proposes to work integratively among the 

three alternatives while considering the second alternative as a top priority; through 

organizing youth conferences and agreeing on a youth program that aims to end the 

division and takes into account the demands of Palestinian youth in all communities. 


